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APPLICATION SKU: BAC-TPRH

safety accessories

Safety accessibility to roof areas 
through the Roof Hatch opening

FEATURES
All of these safety products are 
designed to be used with the Acudor 
Roof Hatch to allow safe use at all 
times

COMPONENTS
TSP-1:
Telescoping Safety Post
SLE-Y:
Safety Ladder Extension

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Place the ladder on a �at surface with the stando�s facing up. Lay the sliding pipe assemble in the center of the square ladder rungs
     with the pull loop at the ladder
2. Place the (2) pipe clamps over the 2" diameter pipe centered on the �rst and third rungs of the ladder
3. Place the (4) "u" bolts over the square rungs and through the holes in the pipe clamps
4. Tighten all the "u" bolt nuts applying 10-15 ft. Lb. Torque to each
5. Verify that the extension assembly is attached securely to the ladder
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OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. To engage the safety ladder extension, grasp the loop handle at the top of the sliding pipe assembly and pull straight up until the
     angle at the bottom of the sliding pipe passes the square ladder rung on which you want it to seat
2. Rotate the sliding pipe 180 degrees and lower the angle until it seats securely on the square ladder rung
3. Verify that the extension is securely seated before stepping onto the ladder

Safety Telescopic Post
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